COMPASS self-check tool
Terms of Use
Terms of Use
The COMPASS self-check tool ("the Tool") is made available free of charge to help companies learn
how to effectively integrate Responsible Innovation practices (RI) into their company and innovation
management. The COMPASS self-check tool (hereafter “the tool”) has been developed as part of a
European Union H2020 funded project COMPASS (Grant agreement number: 710543). Tool created
by: Tharani, A., Jarmai, K. & Nwafor, C. together with the COMPASS (710543) project consortium. To
learn more about the project and how the tool was develop please visit www.innovation-compass.eu.
Neither the COMPASS project team nor the European Commission accepts any responsibility or
liability whatsoever with regard to the information provided in the Tool or user results. By using the
COMPASS self-check tool, you are accepting all the terms of this disclaimer notice. If you do not accept
these terms and conditions, do not use the Tool.
The COMPASS self-check tool is not a certification scheme. The Tool and the results it produces are
for your information only. Since COMPASS does not verify your answers, the scores cannot be used
for public communication. The Tool and its results are designed to be used for internal communication
and decision making only, in order to inform your company priorities and further action.

Liability
Materials provided in the Tool are provided “as is”, without warranty or representation of any kind,
either expressed or implied, including, without limitation, warranties of merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose and non-infringement. COMPASS specifically does not make any warranties or
representations as to the accuracy or completeness of any such Materials. COMPASS periodically adds,
changes, improves or updates the Materials in the Tool without notice. Under no circumstances shall
COMPASS be liable for any loss, damage, liability or expense incurred or suffered that is claimed to
have resulted from the use of the Tool, including, without limitation, any fault, error, omission,
interruption or delay with respect thereto. The use of the Tool is at the User’s sole risk. Under no
circumstances, including but not limited to negligence, shall COMPASS or its Consortium members be
liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages, even if COMPASS has been
advised of the possibility of such damages.
The Tool contains links and references to third-party web sites. The linked sites are not under the
control of COMPASS, and COMPASS is not responsible for the content of any linked site or any link
contained in a linked site. COMPASS provides these links only as a convenience, and the inclusion of a
link or reference does not imply the endorsement of the linked site by COMPASS.

Copyright Policy
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The Tool is in its individual components and its entirety the property of the COMPASS Consortium and
is protected by applicable intellectual property laws. The COMPASS self-check tool has been
developed as part of a European Union H2020 funded project COMPASS (Grant agreement number:
710543). Main authors of the tool are Tharani, A., Jarmai, K. & Nwafor, C. along with the COMPASS
(710543) project consortium.
The Tool is not to be reproduced, modified, sold, let for hire, sub-licensed or otherwise distributed,
for commercial purposes and is made available "as is" without any warranty of any kind. Reuse is
authorised, provided that the source is acknowledged.

Security and privacy
By accessing the tool, the user gives his consent that certain information about the user, such as
Internet protocol (IP) addresses, navigation through the Tool, the software used and the time spent,
along with other similar information, will be stored on COMPASS servers. These will not specifically
identify the user.
The information will be used internally only for traffic analysis and academic research. If the user
provides unique identifying information, such as name, address and other information on forms stored
in the Tool, such information will be used only for statistical purposes and will not be published for
third party access. COMPASS, however, assumes no responsibility for the security of this information.
All your data is stored in secure servers in full compliance with GDPR regulation. Only aggregated
anonymized data is accessible to tool administrators and may be used for aggregated analyses about
responsible innovation in a business context.
Where you voluntarily provide personal information (e.g. your email address), COMPASS will only
use that information for the purpose for which it was intended and to communicate with you.
COMPASS will keep any such personal information secure and will not disclose it to any third parties
except as required by law. To view any personal information held by COMPASS, or if you have any
concerns about personal information that COMPASS holds and wish to request its correction, you
can email us or write to us.

Accuracy of results
COMPASS does not warrant or represent that any score or other result produced by this website or
the Tool is accurate. Users should not use the results solely from the Tool as the basis for business
decisions.
COMPASS reserves the right to make changes to the policies described above. Any and all changes to
this policy will be posted here, and will take effect upon publication.
If you have any questions regarding these Terms and Policies please contact the COMPASS project
coordinator, Institute for Managing Sustainability, Vienna University of Economics and Business,
info@innovation-compass.eu.
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